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In ballet, balance is
essential to creating the
illusion of effortless grace.
No matter what other
dancers are doing, you are
ready for the next step. In
life, “finding your center”
means very much the same
thing. At Dance Theatre
of Harlem, we work to
help everyone attain this
confidence and ability
to look ahead—from the
students and artists to
the members of our
community and beyond…

mission
Dance Theatre of Harlem is a leading dance institution
of unparalleled global acclaim, whose mission is:


To maintain a world-class school that provides
opportunity and access to African-American and
other racially diverse young people in classical
ballet and the allied arts,



To provide arts education, community outreach
programs and positive role models for all, and



To have a ballet company of African-American
and other racially diverse artists performing
demanding and new repertoire.

Each component of Dance Theatre of Harlem carries
a solid commitment towards enriching the lives of
young people and adults around the world through
the arts.
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Come and see who we are, what we
do, and join us.

letters

Our founders showed the way. DTH’s success has
been the result of the efforts of countless people.
Join us as we look forward.

KENDRICK F. ASHTON, JR., CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD
It is with a great deal of optimism and humility that a
new generation takes up the mantle of leadership at
+HUJL;OLH[YLVM/HYSLT;OYV\NOJHYLM\SÄUHUJPHS
management that included some tough decisions,
+;/OHZILLUHISL[VHJOPL]LLUJV\YHNPUNÄUHUJPHS
YLZ\S[ZV]LY[OLWHZ[Ä]LÄZJHS`LHYZ<ULHYULK
revenue during this period was underpinned by a
few major foundation donors, together with generous
support from the government and other foundations
and individuals. We are grateful to all those who
have supported our efforts as we enter a new period
of building. Garnering major support from a broader
base of supporters in all sectors is one of our highest
priorities. Through deeply engaged governance
and increased board capacity supporting the daily
work of the organization, we believe that DTH will
fully realize its important mission.
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ARTHUR MITCHELL, CO-FOUNDER AND
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
I will always be proud of the growth DTH has
accomplished and the inroads we have made in
society and in life. I am most proud of the individuals
who helped make DTH one of the greatest artistic
organizations of its kind. We must ensure that the
SLNHJ`HUKÅHTLVM+;/YLTHPUHILHJVU[V[OL
/HYSLTZVM[OL^VYSK<ZPUN[OLHY[VMKHUJLHUK
the tools of education, discipline and focus, DTH
will continue to encourage everyone, regardless
of race, class, creed, ethnicity or color, to strive to
become the best they can be.
(UV[OLYÄYZ[^PSSOHWWLUZVVU!:PUJL0OH]L
focused exclusively on DTH’s artistic vision and
direction and now, with great pleasure, I am passing
[OH[[VYJO[V=PYNPUPH1VOUZVU0HTJVUÄKLU[[OH[
under her direction, DTH will continue to thrive and
grow. From the depths of my heart, I thank the staff
and alumni who have given of their lives to make
Dance Theatre of Harlem the excellent institution
it is today.

VIRGINIA JOHNSON, INCOMING ARTISTIC
DIRECTOR
(Z+HUJL;OLH[YLVM/HYSLTLU[LYZP[ZÄM[OKLJHKLT`
goal is to build on the legacy of excellence established
and sustained by Arthur Mitchell, while adding a
hallmark of innovation that will put DTH in the forefront
of performing arts organizations. Through its
performances, DTH is renowned for using its artistry
to build bonds and break down barriers. By drawing
on the African-American heritage that distinguishes DTH
as a ballet company, a revitalized organization will meet
the challenge of engaging contemporary audiences
by exploring new approaches to the great tradition
of classical ballet. Through our school and outreach
programs, education—always central to our mission—
remains at the heart of these efforts. DTH will continue
to be a beacon of opportunity in Harlem where young
people of every race, creed and culture are empowered
with life skills that will serve them on the great stages
of the world, in corporate boardrooms and at institutions
of higher learning. DTH builds futures. Let us be part
of yours.

We are dedicated to opening doors
and providing access to
classical dance and the allied arts.
*

photo credit: Martha Swope

LAVEEN NAIDU, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
For 40 years, making art, creating opportunities where
there were few, sharing experiences that transform
and change perceptions have been at the center of
DTH. This has not changed. What has changed is
heightened competition for audiences, talent and
donor support. By embracing the challenges of a
rapidly changing environment, our board and team
of dedicated staff are committed to shaping an
institution that thrives in the 21st century. Seeking out
new opportunities for partnership and collaboration,
employing the best management tools and practices
to create the most cost effective operation while
making important investments in our artistic and
institutional future is where we are focused. We
remember each day that without the art, there is no
DTH experience, no transformation—and without
H^LSSKP]LYZPÄLKZ\WWVY[IHZL+;/JHUUV[L_PZ[
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Amber Racine
DTH School ‘98
Attorney at Anapol,
Schwartz, Weiss,
Cohan, Feldman
and Smalley, P.C.

Sheila Rohan
DTH Company '77
Artistic Director of
Nannette Bearden
Contemporary
Dance Theatre

find your educational center
Courtney J. Lewis
DTH School ‘03
Personal Trainer
and Member of the
Forces of Nature
Dance Theatre

Waverly Lucas
DTH Company '90
Co-founder and
Artistic Director
of Ballethnic

Yehudah Hogarth
Pre-professional
Student, Age 11
Cambria Heights, NY

Diarra Cummings
DTH School ‘94
Pilates Instructor
Cameron Chavers
Community program
Student, Age 8
Bronxville, NY

Luis Dominguez
DTH Company '97
Artistic Director of
Lexington Ballet

Quaba Ernest
Pre-professional
Student, Age 10
Brooklyn, NY
Ronald Perry
DTH Company '99
BS candidate,
Health Services
Administration

faces of DTH
Fredrick Davis
DTH Ensemble
Chattanooga, TN

Yoshi Yano
DTH School '87
President of Japan
Social Dance Club

Renee Bharath
DTH Ensemble
Trinidad, West
Indies

Tifané Williams
DTH School '96
Strategic Marketing
for Katz Media Group

Lourdes Rodriguez
DTH Ensemble
Miami, Florida

Robert Garland
DTH School '97
DTH Resident
Choreographer/
Faculty
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DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM SCHOOL

Karen Brown
DTH Company '95
Assistant Professor
of Dance at The
University of the Arts
and Dance Artist
with PARADIGM
Dance Company

Keith Saunders
DTH Company '96
Director of DTH
Dancing Through
Barriers® Program
and DTH Ensemble

“When I started studying classical
ballet, there wasn’t a single black
dancer as a permanent member of
any of the major ballet companies
in the United States of America.
But a famous critic helped me
make up my mind to pursue that.
He wrote, and I’m going to quote:
‘It’s wise for the American Negro to
avoid ballet because its European
history and theory are totally alien
to him culturally…’”
— Arthur Mitchell, Co-Founder,
Dance Theatre of Harlem
As an individual, Mitchell had already proven that
PKLH\UZV\UKI`ILJVTPUNPU  [OLÄYZ[ISHJR
principal dancer of a major ballet company, the New
York City Ballet. He broke the barrier. And when the
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated in
1969, Mitchell was moved to take a new generation
through the barrier with him.
The mission of Dance Theatre of Harlem School is
as essential now as it was when it was founded: To
deliver the highest caliber of training to children of
diverse backgrounds, and to give all an appreciation
of the arts for life. In the supportive, nurturing
environment of the School, students gain self-esteem,
discipline, and focus—key strengths for learning how
to set and achieve personal goals. Our programs
foster self-determination, teamwork, community
building and leadership to instill in our youth a desire
to become citizens who make a positive contribution
to society.
A WORLD-CLASS CENTER OF LEARNING
 DTH offers community, pre-professional,
professional, and adult classes as well as a
Summer Intensive.



DTH serves more than 50,000 students and
families each year through education and
outreach programs.



DTH provides more than half of its students with
scholarships and/or tuition aid.



DTH attracts students from around the world:
Argentina, Korea, Canada, England, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, Brazil, St. Lucia, Germany,
Jamaica, Russia, Ghana, Greece, and Japan.



DTH’s education and outreach program, Dancing
Through Barriers®, is a “traveling university” that
introduces thousands of young people to the art
of dance.



Many of the School’s 500+ students come from
^VYRPUNJSHZZMHTPSPLZSP]PUNPU<WWLY4HUOH[[HU
(61% of students are African American; 20% are
Latino.) More than 25% of summer students are
from out-of-state or abroad.



DTH’s residency program at The Kennedy Center
serves over 100 students annually.

PRAISE FOR DTH’S WORLD-CLASS FACULTY
…THOSE WHO HELP US FIND OUR CENTER
“The visiting team commends DTH for the high
caliber of teachers, their long-term involvement and
KLKPJH[PVU[V[OLZJOVVSHUKHÄYTILSPLMPU[OL
program and the mission of the school.”
— National Association of Schools of Dance
Evaluators’ Report, June 2007
“DTH acknowledged my dreams. Made me realize I
wasn’t crazy for daring to do the impossible because
all around me were examples of people who not only
dared to dream but who actualized those dreams…
DTH made me a patron and lover of all of the arts
for life.”—Jennifer Stokes, former pre-professional
student, now an urban planner
“Mr. Mitchell and his company have provided crucial
models for black children, and not only as dancers.”
—The New York Times, 1997
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find your community center
DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM & THE
COMMUNITY WE SERVE

“I like what Dance Theatre of Harlem
does for the community... Anyone
can walk in off the street and
become involved… People can feel
comfortable and positive that their
kids are going to be looked after.”
—Karen Outlaw, DTH Donor
“DTH is cool. You get to be creative
and follow your mind to create steps.
That’s why I love DTH. I feel free
just like Firebird!”
—Sarahi, 5th grade participant,
Dancing Through Barriers®
Firebird curriculum workshop
Dance Theatre of Harlem’s programs open doors to
the entire community, so that everyone—young and
old—has access to dance and the allied arts.
DTH’s popular Open House Series are often sold
out. It offers guests a rare opportunity to see new
and innovative performances right here in our studio.
DTH’s involvement in Harlem’s Street Festival, Annual
Spring Performance and other public programs are
also well-attended by the community.
DTH’s innovative Firebird Curriculum, a brand new
K-12 program for area schools, integrates dance
study, health and wellness concepts, and critical
and creative thinking with academic study. The
curriculum uses the signature ballet “Firebird” as the
thematic basis and was developed in accordance
with the NYC Department of Education Blueprint for
Teaching and Learning in the Arts. DTH is pleased to
partner with The Center for Arts Education Research
H[;LHJOLYZ*VSSLNL*VS\TIPH<UP]LYZP[`VU[OL
evaluation, curriculum development and training of its
teaching artists for this important educational initiative.
photo credits: (top) Joseph Rodman, (middle top) Joseph
Rodman, (middle bottom) Lillian Lee, (bottom) Martine Bisagni
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find a center of support
OUR FINANCIAL COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

“The support for the emotional, social,
intellectual and physical welfare
of these young students and their
families is extremely valuable to
this community and is an important
objective which is responsibly
fulfilled.”—National Association
of Schools of Dance (NASD)
Evaluators’ Report, June 2007

Percentage of Students Receiving Aid
Community
Pre-professional
Summer Session
Professional Training

36%
68%
72%
96%

Students in the Summer Session include participants from
[OLNSVIHSJVTT\UP[`^OVHYLHSZVLSPNPISLMVYÄUHUJPHSHPK
The Professional Training program is long and rigorous and
YLX\PYLZZPNUPÄJHU[ÄUHUJPHSHPK[VJVTWSL[L

Our highest priority is to ensure our students’ and
the community’s ability to participate is never in
jeopardy. The School employs 60 arts professionals
(dancers, choreographers, and master teachers) in
addition to support staff, all of whom work together to
bring world-class training to a community that would
otherwise not have access on this level.
6]LY[OLWHZ[Ä]L`LHYZ^LOH]LSLHYULKL]LYIL[[LY
ways to make the dollars we have do more. Faced
with shrinking national arts budgets and a challenging
LJVUVTPJJSPTH[LV\YÄZJHSKPZJPWSPULOHZHSSV^LK
us to continue providing as many essential programs
and services to the community as ever—as well as the
ÄUHUJPHSZ\WWVY[ULLKLKI`[OLZ[\KLU[Z^OVILULÄ[
from these services.
Each year, over 500 students study at our facilities in
central Harlem. More than 68% of these students are
VUS`HISL[VH[[LUK^P[OZPNUPÄJHU[ÄUHUJPHSHPKPU[OL
form of merit- or need-based scholarships. Support
from you—our public—ensures that we can continue
to support students of all backgrounds. Students at
DTH are taken under its wings, and with your support,
are able to remain part of the family.

“DTH is definitely in a rebuilding
mode. How they have managed to hire
and retain top administrators, teachers,
instructors and accompanists on such
a small budget is miraculous and a
testament to their dedication and their
strength.” —NASD

photo credits: (top) Martine Bisagni, (middle) Joseph Rodman,
(bottom) Martine Bisagni
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Donors and benefactors
are our partners in providing
access to classical dance and the
allied arts for all.
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find your cultural center
AT THE VANGUARD OF NEOCLASSICAL BALLET

“Growing up in Shreveport, I was one
of the only African-American students
in my ballet class. So when I saw
Dance Theatre of Harlem perform,
I said, ‘Wow! There’s more!’ It was
especially the style of dance that
drew me in because I love classical
ballet and that’s what they were doing,
but they were doing pointe work to
James Brown… It was the best of
both worlds.”
—Ashley Murphy, member of Dance
Theatre of Harlem Ensemble
How would the artistic landscape look if there was
no Dance Theatre of Harlem? We would see fewer
and fewer ballet dancers of African descent.
Dance Theatre of Harlem feeds the arts landscape
with diversity. DTH alumni go on to professional
careers in all aspects of dance and the allied arts:
,YPJ<UKLY^VVKVM[OL9V`HS)HSSL[PU[OL<UP[LK
Kingdom; Alicia Graf, formerly of Alvin Ailey
Dance Theatre; Robert Garland, DTH Resident
Choreographer; and Naima Mora, winner of
“America’s Next Top Model,” are well known
DTH alumni.
The forward progress is not limited to who people
see on stage; it is also changing what you see
on stage. The New York Daily News described
the progress perfectly: “In its discipline, its
humor, its expression of varied sorrows and joys,
its contemplative engagement and its virtuoso,
omnidirectional command of styles, the Dance
Theatre of Harlem is a beacon rising from the
true heart of Harlem.” The grounding students
receive in classical ballet is the solid foundation
that makes it possible to branch out into more
innovative forms of expression.
An example of this is Arthur Mitchell’s reimagining
of the Romantic classic “Giselle.” Set in Louisiana’s

photo credits: (top) Frank Capri, (middle) Eduardo Patino,
(bottom) Unknown

free black society, “Creole Giselle” has a distinctly
neoclassical twist. As the New York Times review
observed: “Arthur Mitchell, as the troupe’s founder
and artistic director, continues to show us how
classical technique is a basic grammar to be used
in different ways over the centuries.”
From the artists we admire to the choreography
they are performing, Dance Theatre of Harlem has
a profound impact on the arts landscape today.
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finding new audiences
DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM ENSEMBLE

“It was a true pleasure to have the
DTH Ensemble in Texarkana…the
master classes were excellent, but the
crowning glory was the performance
itself, and the Q&A was absolutely
seamless. Those who attended are
STILL talking about it. You actually
exceeded the hype we gave you.”
—Nita Fran Hutcheson, Texarkana
Regional Arts and Humanities Council

“We look forward to making
lasting contributions on the
world stages and at home that
will inspire a new generation.”
—Nancy Aronson, Former
Chairman of the Board

;OL[OHUUP]LYZHY`THYRZHZPNUPÄJHU[TVTLU[PU
DTH’s history and offers a unique opportunity to play
an extraordinary role in supporting and advancing
DTH’s mission and strategic vision.
In 2009, Dance Theatre of Harlem returned to the
marketplace with a new performance entity, the
Dance Theatre of Harlem Ensemble, a group of 18
young dancers trained in the Dance Theatre of Harlem
style and developed in the spirit that has transformed
perceptions surrounding neoclassical ballet the
world over. The Ensemble launched its inaugural
eight-week, ten-state “Dance for America” tour in the
<UP[LK:[H[LZ^OPJOYLHJOLKV]LYWLVWSL
Furthering DTH’s commitment to access and
opportunity, this Ensemble traveled to communities
often overlooked on traditional touring circuits due
to economic resources or geographic limitations.
Performances reached 85% capacity or higher—and
sell-outs were not uncommon.

Tanya Wideman-Davis

DTH Principal Dancer 1993-2001
Currently Co-Artistic Director at
Wideman/Davis Dance
New York, NY
Donald Williams

DTH Premier Dancer 1997-2004
Currently featured in Phantom
of the Opera
Las Vegas, NV

DTH’S DANCE FOR AMERICA TOUR
The Ensemble entertained and inspired audiences in
Hilton Head and Beaufort, SC; Greensboro, Durham,
and Elizabeth City, NC; Ruston, Monroe, Alexandria,
Lake Charles, Shreveport, Baton Rouge, and
3HMH`L[[L3("<UP]LYZP[`HUK4LYPKPHU4:"5L^@VYR
NY; Akron and Toledo, OH; Lexington, KY; Memphis,
TN; Texarkana, TX and Bentonville, AR.
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photo credits: (top) Joseph Rodman, (middle top) Joseph
Rodman, (middle bottom) Joseph Rodman,
(bottom) Joseph Rodman

photo credit: Eduardo Patino

10 venues sold out
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historical legacy: 40 years of firsts

1984
¸*YLVSL.PZLSSL¹PZ[OLÄYZ[(TLYPJHUIHSSL[[V^PU
England’s Sir Laurence Olivier Award for best new
dance production of the year.
1988
Dance Theatre of Harlem inducted into The Sergei
Kirov Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia.
1991
Authur Mitchell and Sir Anthony Dowell of the
Royal Ballet sign an agreement to help diversify
the London troupe.
1992
DTH breaks international cultural ban with “Dancing
Through Barrier” tour of South Africa.

12
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After an immediate outpouring of support from the
community and beyond, the doors of the School
re-open within six weeks.
Laveen Naidu, former Company member and Director
of the DTH School, becomes Executive Director of
Dance Theatre of Harlem.
2006
The White House honors Arthur Mitchell and Dance
Theatre of Harlem.
+;/:JOVVSYLWYLZLU[Z[OL<:H[[OLPUH\N\YHS
Proteges Festival hosted by the Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts.
OUR 40TH ANNIVERSARY
2009
The New York Public Library for the Performing Arts
celebrates DTH in the exhibit “DTH: 40 Years of Firsts.”
;OL+;/,UZLTISLWLYMVYTZMVYWLVWSLVUH
successful ten-state tour.
Virginia Johnson, a founding Company member and
former editor-in-chief of Pointe magazine, is named
successor to Arthur Mitchell as Artistic Director.

photo credit: Eduardo Patino
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1982
First season at Metropolitan Opera at Lincoln Center.

OUR 35TH ANNIVERSARY
2004
;OL`LHYILNPUZ^P[OHUL_[LUZP]L<:[V\YMVSSV^LKI`
HOPZ[VYPJZL]LU^LLR[V\YVM[OL<2HUK.YLLJL

ts”
a

1974
After two European and three national tours and
Broadway seasons, what began as a modest
performing company has become an internationally
known force in dance.

2001
First New York Season at the world-famous Apollo
Theatre in Harlem.

les

1971
DTH Company makes its debut at the Guggenheim
Museum in New York City.

2000
The Company performs to sold-out houses in China,
NP]PUN[OLJV\U[Y`P[ZÄYZ[WLYMVYTHUJLZVM¸-PYLIPYK¹
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THE CREATION OF DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM
1969
Moved to action after the assassination of Dr. Martin
King Luther, Jr., Mitchell returns to Harlem to help the
community of his childhood through dance, and, with
his friend and mentor, Karel Shook, founds Dance
;OLH[YLVM/HYSLT;OH[ÄYZ[Z\TTLYOL[H\NO[
students at the Harlem School of the Arts. After a few
months, attendance grows to 400.

DTH and Mitchell are inducted into the National
Museum of Dance and the Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney Hall of Fame in Saratoga Springs, New York.

th
e

1955
)LJVTLZ[OLÄYZ[ISHJRWLYTHULU[TLTILYVMH
major ballet company, New York City Ballet.

“Firebird” performed for NYC public school students.

ur

1952
Awarded a scholarship to attend School of
American ballet.

OUR 30TH ANNIVERSARY
1999
DTH School students represent New York City at the
Chinese New Year’s Celebration in China.

“O

n

ARTHUR MITCHELL’S EARLY MILESTONES
1934
Born in New York City.

We are committed to helping
individuals stretch to their fullest creative
potential and preparing them to meet the
challenges of life with confidence.
*
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We are committed to helping
individuals stretch to their fullest creative
potential and preparing them to meet the
challenges of life with confidence.
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A M E R I C A N ®

Dance Theatre of Harlem | 466 West 152nd Street | New York, NY | 10031-1814

To make a donation, please go to www.dancetheatreofharlem.org
or contact Sharon Williams at 212 690 2800.
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